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- NOTICE -
This report was prepared as an account of work
sponsored by the United States Government. Neither
(he United States nor the United Stale;, Energy
Research and Development Administration, nor any ol
their employees, nor any of their contractors,
subcontractors, or their employees, makes any
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness
ox usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not
infringe privately owned rights.

IMPLOSION, STABILITY, AND BURN OF MULTISHELL FUSION TARGETS

by

Gary S. Fraley, William F. Gula, Dale B. Henderson
Robert; L. McCrory, Robert C. Malone, Rodney J. Mason, and Richard L, Morse

ABSTRACT

Various multlshell laser/e-beam fusion pellets are described. These
include a design with hollow fuel Inside a high-Z pusher shell which gives
greatly improved performance without extreme pulse shaping. The advantage of
multishell, multimaterial pellets are discussed in general. Stability calcula-
tions then show that Taylor instability on both the inside and outside of
shells can amplify perturbations with spherical harmonic {.-numbers of the order
of 100 by factors exceeding ten thousand. However, by decreasing shell aspect
ratios (r/Ar) and Intensifying the ablation rate these amplifications can be
greatly reduced. Acceptable instability growth seems attainable by using
aspect ratios of the order of five or less and/or by operating in a less effi-
cient exploding pusher mode. Tha effects of tamping by high-Z material on
thermonuclear burn are briefly discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser fusion targets generally consist of a

spherical pellet, containing fuel and spherical

shells of other materials inside of other highly

asymmetric structures usually of low-Z materials. The

use of a number of contiguous spherical shells of

various low-and high-Z materials in laser and e-bean

initiated fusion has been under study at the Los

Alamos and Liverraore Laboratories for many years.

The spherical shells serve structural purposes and

may improve the implosion. The asymmetric outer

structures (see Ref. 1) are designed to absorb and

transport energy from one or more laser beams uni-

formly to the surface of the imploding pellet. In

I n m

this report studies of che implosion dynamics, the

stability, and the thermonuclear burn of multi-

layered spherical pellets are discussed. Any asym-

metric external structure is represented by an

outer low-Z portion of the pellet and by assuming

spherical illumination.

II. STRUCTURED PELLET IMPLOSION PHENOMENOLOGY

The five simplest pellets are sketched in Fig.

1. Types I and II have been reported in Ref. 2. In

Type III the outer low-Z material is usually plastic

and improves the symmetry of thermal conduction to

the surface of the dense shell. This, or its asym-

metric equivalent, is not used in all designs.
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Fig. 1. Five types of laser fusion pellets.
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The next layer, or the inner part of it, implodes

due to expansion and/or ablation pressure, compress-

ing and heating the fuel. The advantages of this

high-Z and p pusher/tamper shell, which is in general

much more massive than the fuel, are:

1) It provides structural rigidity and contain-

ment of initially gaseous fuel at room temperature.

2) The high-Z material shields the fuel from

superthermal electron preheat.

3) The higher Z reduces thermal conduction

which allows increasing the energy density of implo-

sion without burning through the shell, all other

things being equal. Timing of the implosion can be

tuned, for a given, usually simple, laser pulse by

graduating the Z and p of successive layers of shell

material.

4) Larger aspect ratio (r/Ar) shells accumulate

input energy as kinetic energy over a longer implo-

sion time. This allows the use of longer laser

pulses with less time tailoring.

5) Kinetic energy imparted to the inside of the

pusher shell by outside ablation or by pusher explo-

sion is transferred to the fuel through compression.

This becomes important approximately when the fuel

pressure exceeds the outside pressure on the shell.

With higher Initial p one has lower specific entropy,

this leads to higher p of the compressed shell

material when energy transfer occurs. Higher shell

P at this time improves energy transfer and, there-

fore, compression.

6) Perhaps most important, besides implosion

driven by ablation pressure on the outside of the

pellet, a pusher shell with much greater initial

density than the fuel i.i.ikes possible the implo-

sion of the fuel by rapid uniform heating of the

whole target. The pusher then explodes inward as

well as outvard. This mode is less efficient but

more stable than the ablation mode.

7) High-Z shells are required, because of large

scattering rates, for absorption of electrons as

well as fuel shielding in e-beam driven fusion.

Type 111 shells require highly shaped pulses

to perform well for the same reasons that bare solid

pellets do: strong initial shocking of the fuel

precludes high subsequent adiabatic compressions.

Lower density gas fillings suffer most because

specific entropy increases with decreasing density.

It becomes difficult to keep the fuel from being

shocked onto too high an adiabat to allow the needed

compressions, ignition temperatures are much easier

to obtain than the necessary compression In these

small pellets.

Type IV pellets, in which the fuel is a hollow

shell deposited onto the pusher shell (frozen DT or

LiDT) are in general far superior to Type III. This

hollow type eliminates some of the need of Type III

for pulse shaping and makes it possible to achieve
2

ignition values of pR(>, 0.3 g/cm ) with laser ener-

gies of 4 100 kJ in simple pulse shapes such as

Gaussian. The implosion sequence is:

1) The leading tip of the laser pulse sends a

weak shock through pusher and fuel, leaving them

denser by the shock jump ratio of about four at as

little as ii few electron volts temperature.

2) Ablation-driven implosion accelerates the

pusher shell and fuel inward (except for the ablated

material), and further compresses both by this accel-

eration. In particular, the fuel is kept compressed

against the pusher by the effective gravity and as-

sumes an exponential density profile. Increased

acceleration adiabaticaliy compresses the fuel and

pusher further.

3) Spherical convergence further compresses the

fuel and pusher at an increasing rate as the fuel

nears the origin.

4) When the tip of the fuel density profile

reaches the origin, the density and pressure there

rise abruptly and send a shock out from the origin

through the fuel. This shock, which increases the

fuel density and temperature, reflects between origin

and pusher one or two times before becoming negligi-

ble.

5) Subsequent fuel compression is adiabatic and

continuous until the inner pusher is stopped by fuel

pressure. This final compression can increase the

fuel density by a factor of about 100 if the pusher

specific entropy is low. Acceleration, convergence,

and the two shocking steps can contribute another

factor of about 100.

6) Because the inner edge of the imploding fuel

shell has lower density, this part is more strongly

shocked. The resulting sphere of compressed fuel

has, therefore, a relatively very hot center which

naturally leads to the greater energy efficiency



obtained fnin central Ignition of thermonuclear
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Fig. 2(n). Sequence of density profiles of the 684
ura Type IV pellet absorbing 100 kJ in
1.5 nsee.

Figure 2a Is a sequence of spherically symmet-

ric dcnsi'.y profiles and one velocity profile from

a liollou fuel capsule of initial radius 484 uiswitli

10 ;,B of DT fuel (frozen initial . - 0.213 g/ci»
J),

inside of 100 MB of Z • 30, A."! • 100, initial p •= 10

B/cCJ ideal fluid pusher. Imploded by a PUHM i » 3 5

ns, total energy of E ° 100 kJ, Gaussian pu].;e,

allowing die inner 100 um at various tines near the

end of the implosion and illustrating the points

nade above. The vertical dashed lines represent the

boundary betueen the pusher and the fuel. At maxi-

mum compression the / fdr of tho fuel was 0.8 s/cm"
->

and of the total pellet was 2.3 ft/cm", and peak £«*•

peraturc was 10 kcV. The initial aspect ratio of

the shell was 164.

Improved performance has been achieved from

pulse shape» optimized to Increase fuel density by

increasing inward acceleration just before the fuel

reaches center, but such exercises are pointless

without the more difficult simultaneous optimization

with respect to stability. The pulse may be made

shorter and aore energetic in order to burn through

the pusher during the im,'!nsi(m, thus giving some

degree of the exploding pusher behavior described

above, to reduce instability. The pusher specific

entropy is then greatly increased and the final

adiabatic compression is reduced.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
R(cm)(xlO'z)

Fig. 2(b). An A « 10 piglet absorbing 300 kJ in
400 psec.

10
02 0.4 tS

RfcmHmcf8)

Fig. 2(c). The temperature corresponding to the
final density profiles in frames (a)
and <b).

Figure 2b shows such a case, the same as 2a but

with a 0.4 ns, 300-KJ pulse, giving fuel oR of 0.2

g/cm , and total pR of 0.6 g/cm . The hollow fuel

cipsule had an initial radius of 213 urn, with 2.b us

of DT fuel frozen inside ZOO ng of ideal fluid puslur.

The initial aspect ratio of the shell vas 10.

Figure 2c shows the electron temperature pro-

files of the twj rases near the title of peak com-

pression. The shorter, more energetic pulse of Case

b has eliminated the sharp temperature drop occur-

ring at th-.' fuel-push-r boundary In Casi; a.



Type V pellets consist of two or mote dense

shells with masses increasing by about a factor of

10 between successive shells going out from the

origin, and with low density, relatively low mass

buffer f.as in between the shells. This t ?e con-

centrates energy, i.e., increases energy density, in

the fuel through the well-known increase in velocity

achieved in elastic collisions between successively

smaller masses, but at the expense of considerable

inefficiency. Type V (with either c uniform or

holluw fuel filling) is suitable for use with e-beam

initiation or certain long pulse laser situations

where large energies are available, but in which

only rather low energy densities can be attained in

the outermost shell. This type generally has even

more difficulty with instability than the other types

discussed•

M l . STABILITY

When lower density fuel is being compressed by

a much higher density pusher shell near the end of

an implosion and the fuel-pusher interface is decel-

erating, the interface is Taylor unstable.14 Sim-

ilarly, the ablation surface on the outside of a

shell being accelerated inward by the pressure of

K>utr density ablated material appears to be Tovlor

unstable, but this case is greatly complicated by

thermal conduction in the ablation front and by the

continuous flow of material through the ablation

surface. However, e-beam imploded shells, in which

the ablation Involves little thermal conduction,

show instability which is similar on the outside and

inside. In terms of the I number of spherical har-

monic analysis of linear perturbations, when s. >> I

the Taylor growth rate at a surface of large rela-

tive density discontinuity, at radius r, deceler-
4

.it in;; at the constan rate a, is:

- Ji- .or YA t =

V r

after acceleration at a constant rate through a

distance Ar for a time At. Clearly, since the dif-

ferential equation for C is second order in time,

less perturbation amplification occurs if, Instead,

the acceleration occurs almost impul lively over a

smaller fraction of (Ar/r), since growth is only

linear in time when a • 0, but this is not always

practical. Upper limits on the £ number which must

be considered are determined by thermal conduction,

finite gradient length effects not included in Eq.

(1), and by nonlinear saturation effects which are

stronger at higher i's (see below).

These observations on Taylor stability of shells

seem obvious and have been appreciated since struc-

tured laser and e-beam fusion pellets were first

considered many years ago. It is not now proper to

claim such observations as original.

Recently, a spherical harmonic expansion tech-

nique has been developed fur obtaining exact solu-

tions of the full first-order perturbation equations

based on any heat flow and hydrodynamics process

which is spherically symmetric in lowest order.

Calculations with this method have shown that the

outside surface is stable in a broad class of implo-

sions of Type I targets.

IV. OUTSIDE SURFACE INSTABILITY

Here we report calculations of shell implosions

in which there is sufficient inward acceleration to

cause significant outside surface instability.

These calculations treat simple shells (Type II) hut

were done with various Z and initial P values.

These apply, therefore, Jo Types III, IV, and V.

Figure 3 shows the implosion of a Z * 1» A M = 2 . 5

shell with initial aspect ratio A = (r/Ar), mean

radius and density of 20, 850 urn, and 0.2 g/cm ,

respectively, with a Gaussian pulse of i • 2.5 ns,

E • 100 kJ, at a time 0.5 ns before peak power.

Figure 3a shows zero order p and T; 3b and c

show perturbed radial displacement scaled by the

amplitude of the Initial bumplness of the outer sur-

face, (t, It, ,) for a set of i's covering the range

of largest growth. Note that:

1) The l = 50 and 100 results are not incom-

pressible and, in fact, have minima of £r and maxima

"f (V-Cj.) (not shown) at the unstable surface which

are unlike standard Taylor modes. This is either

a different, perhaps thermal, instability or a com-

pressibility effect as one should expect at smaller

e's.
2) The I » 100 result shows both this compress-

ible structure, near r = 0.062 cm, and a standard

Taylor mode structure near 0.064 cm. Higher Vs

have the pure Taylor form.
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Fig. 3(a). Zeroth order density and temperature
fcr an A=20 shell. (b) Cr (radial dis-
placement) for various £-mode values,
(c) Same as (b).

3) The C - 400 result shows a beginning of re-

versal of the sign 5 near the ablation surface, an

effect which is frequently seen, at high it numbers

first, mijviy through an implosion.

It) In a.U cases there is a distinct maximum

of e,xW, hers at about 4 = 300 (see Fig. 5). Pure

Taylor modes without thermal damping would instead

approach a maximum asymptotically with increasing

i as the mode wavelength approached the density

gradient length .

Figure 4 shows growth of £r(t), measured at

the ablation surface, for a value of I near the

maximum for the above case and other cases of the

T 1—'"",''\ 1
b 0 I

(20. 2 5, 300) ( A , r , * )

(10. I 5, 2001

,(20, 2 0, 300)

(20, I 75, 300)

y(IO, i 0, 200)

(5, 10, 50)

,(5. 0 75, 401 •;

(5, 0,5. 5) (stoble) "

,' 1 = 0 0 is the time o(
• i oeok powvf for the
[' tnpuf pul^e

-15

Fig. 4. Values of f, measured at the ablation
surface for the It-mode of maximum growth
for fixed A and i.

same Z, p, total mass and energy but smaller A and

t. The times when the insides of the shells touch

the origin are indicated. The smaller i cases nearly

burn through. Note that the growth is greater for

larger A and T, and can be 10 or greater by the

time the shell touches the center. Total growth is

smaller when (because of smaller r and greater &r)

T is smiller and, therefore, the ablation rate and

tb€ Lemierature at the ablation surface are greater.

Figure I shows the spectrum of mode growth of the

various A and r cases at the times indicated on Fig.

4 by triangles. The local minima correspond to the

mode sign change mentioned above. Growth during the

steeply rising phase (after the sign change, where

it occurs) is consistent with Eq. 1 up to ? numbers

at which tho angular thermal relaxation rate at the

ablation front (Eq. 9, Ref. 5) is approximately equal

to the Taylor growth rate. It is interesting to

uote that during rhp rapid growth phase (Fig. 4) all

of the exponential growth rates are approximately

the same. Those cases which suffer less total

growth do so by virtue of a greater dnlay before
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Fig. 5. Spectral mode growth of various A and t
cases at the times Indicated In Fig. 4,

the bt'sinning of this rapid growth. The I numbers

of maximum growth often correspond to mode wave-

length of tiie order of instaneous shell thickness.

Higher ." shells with the sane mass and A show only

slight i.y smaller growth. It appears that shells

with A > 5 will be difficult to use except in some-

thing close to the uniformly heated( exploding pusher

mode (Sec. II above) which further reduces the

outside instability growth to virtually nothing In

the i • 0 limit.

v. INSIDE SURFACE INSTABILITY

tnside instability is reduced by thermal con-

duction at the higher fuel temperatures of Interest.

We present here calculations without thermal conduc-

tivity, which are more generally scalable and re-

present the worst case, 'n our idealized initial

conditions the pusher shell has uniform Initial

density and is in pressure equilibrium with the

much lower density fuel. In practice the aspect

ratio A is, of course, different from its value at

the very beginning of an Implosion because of abla-

tion and nonuniform compressions. The Initial neg-

ative velocity profile is linear throughout the

pusher and everywhere subsonic with respect to the

fuel. In practice, compression ratio (and therefore

energy transfer efficiency), after fuel pressure has

begun decelerating the pusher, increases with the

initial ratio of pusher kinetic energy to fuel in-

ternal energy and decreases with increasing A in

fairly obvious ways.

Figure 6 shows the zero-order density profile

of a case in which initially A » 10, at a time just

before peak compre&bion, together with C - 10 and

100 values of £r/SrI at this time. Initial pusher

density a id inside radius were 1.0 and 100.0 (arbi-

trary units); relative initial fuel internal energy

and pusher kinetic energy were such as to give a

maximum volume compression of C "12.8. Note the

familiar exponential form of Taylor modes.

Fig. 6. An A • 10 shell inside surface Instability
just prior to peak compression.

Figure 7 shows the amplitude of various I modes in

this case as a function of time. The Fig. 6 points

are circled. The time lag before the onset of in-

stability is the time it takes the rarefaction to

propagate through the pusher and tell the fuel that
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Fig. 7. Amplitude of various I modes for an A=10
shell.

there is no longer anything pushing on the outside

of the pusher. This time lag gives some advantage

to thicker pushers, as seen in Fig. 8 which shows

i = 100 mode amplitudes as a function of pusher in-

side diameter for various A and C cases. Clearly,

these perturbation growths are large enough to be

dangerous.

VI. INSTABILITY DISCUSSION

Regarding linear (small amplitude) growth, note

that:

1) The greatest growth of instabilities, in

cases of interest, occur at 2 a. 20. Asymmetries

introduced by laser irfadiation , and probably

also e-beams, are damped by thermal conduction be-

tween the absorption region and the ablation sur-

face. The asymmetries resulting at the ablation

surface are thus limited to I < 5. Therefore, in-

stabilities are more likely to be initiated by pel-

let imperfections than by irradiation asymmetry.

Fig. 8. £=100 mode amplitudes as a function of the
pusher inside diameter for various A and C
values.

2) Inside growth is large in the n range of

maximum growth of outside modes and will, therefore,

be initiated by them. However, lower £ outside

modes are relatively larger on the inside than highef

H's and will, therefore, be more effective in ini-

tiating inside surface modes than their relative

growth at the outside surface would suggest.

3) Triside instability may be reduced by inclu-

sion in pallet design of materials of density inter-

mediate between fuel and pusher to increase the

effective density gradient length.

Regarding nonlinear growth, note that:

1) Larger £ modes will saturate at smaller

amplitudes and will simply mix low-and high-density

materials and increase interface gradient lengths

without necessarily breaking up a shell. Such mix-

ing might quench the outwardly propagating burn,

thus limiting the yield. Reference 7 shows the

bubble and spike nonlinear Taylor instability devel-



opment. Details of the nonlinear saturation will

depend on the linear mode spectrum, such as shown in

Fig. 5.

2) Deeper mixing on the inside, by spike pene-

tration, at smaller I will cool the fuel, limit com-

pression, and ptevect or reduce ignition. Outside

mixing may i od Ay the implosion by introducing con-

veccive heat flow but is not damaging except to the

extent that large inside perturbations or even shell

breakup are caused.

VII. TAMPED BURN

Studies of thermonuclear burn similar to Ref.

8 but with tamping by high-Z and p pusher shell mate-

rial are reported in Ref. 9. An interesting result

of this study is that it is approximately /pdR of

fuel and Camper together, noc just of fuel, which

determines the ignition threshold, as long as the
2

fuel pR > 0.3 g/cm . This can be seen in Fig. 9

which shows the fractional burnup, f , for three

different fuel masses, tamped with gold where the

tamper to fuel density ratio is 4.0 and the mass

ratio is 3.0.

1.0 -

Fig. 9.

10'

Burn fraction f vs PRtot f°
r 10, 1, and

0.1 |ig of DT, tamped by gold at a mass ratio
of 3 and a density ratio of 4 ("Pf^fc^) •
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